- HOW TO GET -

Free Over-The-Air TV

Did you know that KSPS has 4 channels available FREE over the air?

1. Visit antennaweb.org to find out what kind of antenna you may need to receive the 4 channels of KSPS, including World. Once purchased, follow the instructions included to connect antenna to your television and make any adjustments necessary to properly receive television broadcast signals in your area.

2. Using your remote control, access the menu on your television to select your new antenna as the input device and rescan your channels to have your television automatically add stations to your presets.

3. Once completed, you will have access to a number of FREE over-the-air stations available in your area, including channels from KSPS Public Television on 7.1 KSPS, 7.2 World, 7.3 Create and 7.4 Kids 24/7.